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Abstract--Nonserial dynamic programming networks involving fecdforward and feedback loops are 
discussed. Efficient high level computing algorithms are developed for processing them in a manner 
resulting in the minimum computational drain on resources. Their complexity analyses are also presented. 
It is shown that the space complexity for each is O(k 2) while their time complexity is O((m + n)k3). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As remarked in Ref. [1] the development of efficient algorithms for processing various aspects of 
nonserial dynamic programming networks is an important research area in dynamic programming 
which had hitherto been paid limited attention. Our ongoing research efforts are in that direction. 
In the above referenced paper we present a high level computing algorithm described in a 
Pascal-type construct for processing the simplest wo of the four classical nonserial systems. 
An important characteristic of the algorithms given in Ref. [1] for treating diverging and 
converging branch systems i the technique which we developed for accessing the optimal decisions, 
thus obviating the need to store them. An immediate consequence of this approach is the drastic 
reduction in the traditional computational drain and the constraining effect of the curse of 
dimensionality. In essence, larger networks which would have been considered impossible via 
conventional dynamic programming can now be treated. 
Our current effort extends the basic approach and techniques discussed in Ref. [1] to the more 
complex classical nonserial dynamic programming networks, namely the feedforward and feedback 
loop systems. These systems are basically combinations of the diverging and converging branch 
systems. For each system, we begin with the general procedures and then present he high level 
computing algorithms. The presentation is followed by a complexity analysis of the algorithms. 
2. THE BASIC DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM FOR 
THE FEEDFORWARD LOOP SYSTEM (FFLCA) 
The feedforward loop system may be viewed as consisting of a serial system i, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n 
and a forward loop j, j = 1, 2 . . . . .  m, starting at stage q and converging at state s. An example 
consisting of a single loop is given in Fig. 1. Although in many systems, it is possible to have 
several loops occurring at different stages, we illustrate our algorithm via the simple system. In the 
foregoing, the transformation at stage s is given by 
x~_ ~ = t~(x~, Xo~, de). 
The transition functions for the other stages may be represented as in the usual serial process. 
For the branch 
Xml = tql(Xq, dq), 
xj_ I.I = tjl(Xjl, d/O, j = 1, 2 . . . . .  m. 
For the main 
x i_ l=t , (x i ,  di), i= l ,2 , . . . ,n ;  iv~s.  
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Fig. 1. A single feedforward loop system. 
The return function for each stage may be defined as follows: 
r, = rs(x,, x0t, ds) 
r~ = r,(xi, d~), i= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  i ~ s 
r/l = rjl(xjl, ~l), j = 1, 2 . . . . .  m. 
Let us assume that the input and decision variables at each stage have the following integer 
values: 
l <<. xjl <~ bjm, 
1 <~xi<~ki, 
1 <<. ~1 <~ Pj:, 
1 <~di<~pi, 
j=  1,2 , . . . ,m,  
i = 1,2 . . . . .  n, 
j= l ,2  . . . . .  m, 
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  n. 
Also, let k =max{ki ,  kjm, p~,pjt},j = 1,2 . . . . .  m and i = 1,2 . . . . .  n. 
To develop the basic algorithm for the feedforward loop system, we decompose the system into 
the following components or phases: stages 1 l -m 1, stages 1-s - 1, stage s, stages s + l - -q  - 1, 
stage q and stages q + l-n. 
The processing of each phase is described below using recursion equations and beginning with 
the branch(es). 
2.1. For stages I l -m I 
2.1.i. Stage 11. We solve the problem: 
fll(XN, X0j) = max {rli(xll, dll): xol = hl(x~l, dim)}, 1 ~< d:, ~<Pm 
The optimal decision values are saved as d*(xmt, XoO. 
2.1.ii. Stages 21-ml .  The recursion equations fo r j  = 2 . . . . .  m are given by 
fj~(xjt, x00 = max {rjm(xj~, d/O +f j_  u(tjm(xjm, d/:), x0t)}, 1 ~< dim ~< P/m, 2 ~<j ~< m. 
The optimal decision values are saved as d~(xj:, Xom). 
2.2. For stages l - - s  - 1 
The optimal return from the previous stage is merged and the result optimized: 
ft(xO =max{r l (x l ,dO},  1 <~dl <~Pl, 
f~(x,) = max {r,(x,, d,) +f~_ ,(t,(xi, d,)}, 1 <~ d, ~< p,, 2 <~ i <~ s - 1. 
The optimal decision values are saved as dt*(x). 
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2.3. For stage s 
The equation in this case is given by 
f~(x, x01) = max {r,(x,, xo,, d,) + f,_ t( t,(x,, Xot, de))}, 
and optimal decision values are saved as d*~(x,, xoO. 
l<~a,<~p,, 
2.4. For stages s + l - -q  - I 
The recursion equations are as usual, but the input x0~ is carried over. 
f~(x,, x0, ) = max{r~(x,, de) +f~_ ~(t,(x~, d .), x0t)}, 1 ~< d~ ~<p,, s + 1 ~< i <~ q - 1. 
The optimal decision values are saved as d*(x~, XoO. 
2.5. For stage q 
The optimal returns from stages q - 1 and m - 1 are combined with the return of this stage and 
optimization performed over values of x0~ and dq 
fq(Xq) = max{rq(Xq, dq) + fq_ l(tq(Xq, d~), x0t) +fro_ ~(tqt(xq, dq), x0t)}, 
where 1 ~< x0~ ~< k0z and 1 ~< dq <~pq. Also, the optimal values are saved as  d*q(Xq) and x*(Xq). 
2.6. For stages q + l - -n  
These stages involve usual recursion equations 
fi(xi) = max{r~(x~, d) + f~_ ,(t,(x,, at,.))}, 
The optimal decision values are saved as d*(x~). 
1 <<.dt<<.pi, q + 1 <<.i <<.n. 
Determination of Optimal Decisions and Return 
At stage n whenf,(xn) is found, return is optimized over values of xn. Let x* be such an optimal 
input. The corresponding optimal decision is determined by d* = d*(x*). Using state trans- 
formation equation, one can get x*_ m = t~(x*, d*). This process can be repeated to find x* and 
d* for i = n, n - 1 , . . . ,  s. However, when x* has been found in the process, x* can be determined 
from * * * * x0t(Xq). The transformation t~can be used to find x*  ~ -- ts(x,, Xo~, d*). From here on the 
determination of x~* and d~* for i = s, s - I . . . . .  2, 1 is as usual. Note that when Xq* and dq* are 
found, we can also compute x*l from xm~ = tqj(xq, dq). But then d~*j can be determined from 
• * * * * dml(xm, x~O. Repeating this process for the loop, x~ and d~ can be found using d}~(xj~, XoO and 
state transformation x 2_ ~.1 = tj~(xj~, ~.~) for j = m, m - 1 . . . . .  1. 
3. A H IGH-LEVEL  COMPUTING ALGORITHM FOR FEEDFORWARD 
LOOP SYSTEM (FFLS) 
The traditional computer algorithms for implementing the above described feedforward loop 
system employ a brute-force technique of storing optimal decisions at each stage and later retracing 
them after the final optimal return has been computed. This approach demands an enormous 
amount of storage. A stage-by-stage survey of the above approach reveals that a minimum of 
(m + n0)k: + (n - no)k storage will be claimed by the optimal decision tables alone, where k is 
discretization level and no the number of stages in the main branch between the start and 
convergence stages of the loop. 
For m -- 10, n -- 20, no -- 10 and k = 1000 this requirement exceeds 20,010,000. 
To mitigate this problem we use a technique which marks the optimal decision value, say, d~* 
by adding kd = 1 + k to the state entry t,(x~*, d~*) at the processing of each stage. Later, when the 
optimal decision d~* is to be traced, it may be retrieved by searching only the x~*-row of ti for 
t~x~*, d~*) >. kd over values of d,  Any future reference to the table ti is then made as (each entry) 
mod kd. 
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This simple marking technique liminates the need for storing the optimal decisions. The 
technique seems quite attractive when it is incorporated into the algorithm that we develop in this 
section, since its asymptotic computational complexity is no worse than that of the conventional 
algorithm. The idea of the proposed elimination of optimal decision tables can result in a 
substantial saving of storage space. For example, this saving in the above case may amount o 
20,010,000. 
For processing optimal returns at stage i, the optimal return from previous stage stored in 
a source table (st) is used. The result is stored in a destination table (dt) which is used as a 
source for the next stage. Therefore at the next stage the roles of st and dt are switched. As 
we shall see later, tables F I (0: I ,  1 :k, 1 :k) and F(0: 1, 1 :k) are used for processing various 
stages in the loop and main branches respectively. Since the first index of each of these tables is 
used for table identity, the role switching can be readily implemented by computing this index: 
st = (i - 1) mod 2, dt = i mod 2. Additional tables FS(1 :k) and FM(1 :k, 1 :k) are used to store 
intermediate optimal returns at stages - 1 and m 1, respectively. 
Before presenting the computer algorithm for the feedforward loop system, we first explain 
the notation. The algorithm is described in a Pascal-type construct. Comments are enclosed 
within ( , - - - , ) .  Enclosure of a simple or complex statement within a loop is effected by indenting 
the statement. The FFLCA consists of modules A- I  corresponding to various phases of 
optimization. Note also that for maxa~b(x), a* is used to denote the value of a such that 
~b(a*) = maxa ~p(a). 
A. (*Loop processing including stages l l -ml*)  
1. (*Initialize the F I (1 , . ,  .) by processing the stage I 1") 
For xtl = 1 to kll do 
For xo~ to ko~ do 
El( l ,  Xll, X01) = max{rll(xt,, dl0: tu(xtt, d11) = x01}, 
2. For j=2tomdo 
st = (j - 1) mod 2; 
dt = j  mod 2; 
For Xyj = 1 to kjj do 
For x01 to k01 do 
Fl(dt, xjl, x0,) = max{rjl(xj,, djl) + Fl(st, tj,(xjl, djl), x00}, 
3. (*Store the ruth stage results*) 
For x,~ = 1 to kin1 do 
For x01 = 1 to k01 do 
FM(xml, x00 = Fl(dt, Xmt, Xol). 
1 "-.<dll "-< P11" 
1 <~ djl <Pjl. 
B. (*Processing stages l-s - 1") 
1. (*Initialize the source table F(0, .)*) 
For i= l  to kdo  
F(0, i) = 0. 
2. For i= l  tos -1  do 
st = (i - 1) mod 2; 
dt = i rood 2; 
For x i= l  tok ido  
F(dt, x,) = max{ri(xi, 4) + F(st, t~,x,, dr)}, 1 ~< d r ~<p,; 
Let d* be the optimizing decision value; 
t,(xi, d*) = t,(xi, d*) + ka. 
3. (*Store optimal return from the stage s - 1 in FS*) 
Forxs_t  =1 tok  s_ ldo 
FS(xs _ 1) = F(dt, xs_ i). 
C. (*Processing stage s*) 
st = (s - 1) mod 2; 
dt = s mod 2; 
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For  xe-- 1 to ke do 
For  x0~ = 1 to ko~ do 
F l (dt ,  x~, xo0 = max{r~(x~, x0~, dr) + FS(t ,(x,  xol, de)}, 1 ~< d, -g.< Pe. 
D. (*Processing stages s + 1--q - 1") 
For  i = s + l to q - 1 do 
st = (i - l) mod 2; 
dt = i mod 2; 
For xi = 1 to k~ do 
For  xot = 1 to kol do 
F l (dt ,  x,, x0~) = max{r,(x,, d~) + Fl(st ,  ti(x~, d~), Xol)}, 1 ~< di ~<p~. 
E. (*Processing stage q*) 
st = (q - l) mod 2; 
dt = q mod 2; 
Forxq=l  tokqdo  
f (dt ,  Xq) = max {rq(Xq, dq) + Fl(st ,  tq(Xq, dq), XoO + FM (tq~(Xq, dq), x00}, 
l <~ xol <- ko~, 1 <. dq ~ pq; 
Let d~' and x~ be optimizing arguments; 
tq(Xq, d*) = tq(Xq, d*) + ka; 
tql(Xq, d'q) = lql(Xq, d'q) -4- k d. 
F. (*Processing stages q + I through n*) 
For i=q+l  tondo  
st = (i - 1) mod 2; 
dt = i mod 2; 
Forx i= l  tok ido  
F(dt,  x~) = max {r;(x,, d~) + F(st, ti(x~, d~)}, 1 ~< d~ ~<p,; 
Let d* be the optimizing argument; 
ti(xi, d*) = ti(xi, di*) + kd. 
G. (*Processing optimal return*) 
F(dt, x*)  = max F(dt, x,), 1 ~< x, ~< k,. 
H. (*Processing optimal decisions for stages n down to 1") 
1. dt = s rood 2; 
Forxs=l  tok ,  do 
Fl(dt, x~, x*l) = max {r,(xe, x*l, de) + FS(L(xe, x*l, d,)}, 1 <<. de <~ p,; 
Let d* be the optimizing argument; 
L(xs, x* ,  d*) = t,(xe, x*,  d*) + ka. 
2. For i=s+l  toq-1  do 
st = (i - 1) mod 2; 
d t= i mod 2; 
Forx~=l  tok ido  
F l (dt ,  x~, x*~) = max {ri(x~, d~) + FS(st, t~(x~, d~), xg)}, 1 ~< d~ ~<p~; 
Let d~* be the optimizing argument; 
[i(Xi) di ~) = ti(xi, d*) + kd. 
3. For i=ndown tos+l  do 
Search x*-row of  t~ for t~(x*, d*) >>. kd, 
I f  i = q then XQ =x*;  
xi*_ 1 = ti(x*, d*) rood kd. 
4. Search x*-row of  t, for t,(x~*, x$~, d*~) >I ka, 
xL t  = t,(x~*, XoR,* d~*) mod kd; 
5. For i=s -1  down to 1 do 
Search x~*-row of t, for t,(x?, d~*) >>. k~, 
x~*_l = ti(xi*, d~*) rood k d. 
I <~di<<.pt; 
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(*Processing optimal decisions for  stages ~ I -m/* )  
1. For x .  to kH do 
FI(1, xlj, x*)  = max{rl ,(x, ,  d,): fi~(xjl, d13) = x*},  
Let d*~ be the optimizing argument; 
t]l(x,i, d*0 = t,,(x,,, d;~l) + k d. 
2. For j -- 2 to m do 
st = (j - 1) rood 2; 
dt = j  rood 2; 
For xjl = 1 to kjl do 
Fl(dt,  xl*,, xo,) = max {rjt(xj~, dj,) + Fl(st, tjl(X]l , djl), Xo*l)}, 
Let d~ be the optimizing argument; 
tj,(xj,, d~) = t/,(xj,, d~) + k a. 
3. Search XQ-row of tq~ for tql(XQ, d~)>lka, 1 <~dq<~pq; 
x*l = tql(XQ, d*) rood kd. 
4. For j=mdownto  1 do 
Search x~-row of tit for * * d/i t/l(x/l,d}O>~ka, 1 <~ <~Pjl; 
x*  I,, = b,(x~, d~) mod ka. 
1 <<.dll <<-Pll; 
4. THE BASIC DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM FOR THE 
FEEDBACK LOOP SYSTEM (FBLCA) 
The f~dback loop system may be viewed as consisting of a serial system i, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n and 
a backward loopj, j = 1, 2 . . . . .  m starting at stage s and converging at stage q. The transformation 
and return at stage q are given by 
xq_ i = tq(Xq, xol, dq) and rq(Xq, xo] dq), respectively. 
The transformation functions for other stages may be represented as in the usual serial process. 
For the loop 
x~ = L(x~, as), 
Xj_ 1,1 = tjl(Xjl, djl), j = 1, 2 . . . .  , m. 
For the main 
x i_ l=t i (x ,d ) ,  i=1 ,2  . . . . .  n; iv~q. 
The return function for each stage except q is defined as 
r/~ = rj~(x/,, d/~), j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m, 
r i=r t (x i ,  di) , i=  1,2 . . . . .  n. 
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To develop the algorithm for this case, we proceed as follows: we first decompose the system 
into several components: tages 11-ml, stages 1-s - 1, stage s, stages s + 1---q + l, stage q and 
stages q + 1--n. The recursive quation for each of these phases is defined as follows: 
4.1. For stage 11 
We solve the problem 
flt(XH, X00 = max{rll(xH, dll): tll(Xll, dll)= X01}, 1 <dll  ~<Pll. 
4.2. For stages 21-ml  
The optimal return for each j from 2 to m is given by 
fyl(xyl, Xol) = max{rj,(x/i, dyl) +fy_ la(t/l(Xyl, dy,), Xo~)}, 1 <~ dyt ~<Pyl. 
For each j the optimal return d~ is stored as d~(xy~, x00. 
4.3. For the main branch 
4.3i. The optimal return for stages l -s  - I. The optimal return can be found using the usual 
recursive procedure: 
f~(x0 = max rl(x~, di), 1 <<. dl ~ Pl, 
f~(xi) = max {r,(x,, di) + f,.(t,(x,, di))}, 1 ~< di ~<Pi, 
where i = 1 . . . . .  s - 1. For each i, the optimal decision values are stored as d*(xi). 
4.3ii. At stage s. Optimal returns from stages ml  and s - l are combined with the return at this 
stage and optimization carried out for values of ds: 
f~(xs, xol) = max {L(xs, ds) + f~_ ~(Xs_ l) + fm~(Xm~, xom)}, 1 ~ ds ~ p,. 
The optimal decision values are saved as d*(x~, XoO. 
4.3iii. For stages s + 1--q - I. Usual serial recursion is used: 
f (x i ,  xo~) = max {rt(xi, d~) +f~_ ~(t,(x~, d~)xot)}, 1 ~< d~ ~ p,, 
where i = s + 1 . . . . .  q - 1. The optimal decision values are saved as d~(x~, x01). 
4.3iv. For stage q. Optimal returns from stage q - 1 are combined with the return at this stage 
and the result is optimized over values of x01 and dq: 
fq(Xq) = maX {rq(Xq, Xol , dq) + f~_ |(tq(Xq, Xol , dq), Xol)} , 1 ~< dq ~ pq, 1 ~ Xo! ~< kot. 
The optimal decision values are saved as  d*q(Xq). Similarly, the optimal value of Xo~ is stored as 
X~l(Xq)" 
4.3v. For stages q + 1 to n. Usual recursion equations are used: 
f,(x~) = max {ri(xi, di) + fi- ,(t i(x,, di))}, 1 ~< di <~ p,, 
where i - q + 1 . . . . .  n. 
The optimal decision values are saved as d~*(xt). 
4.4. Determination of  the optimal decisions and return 
At the final stage, f,(x~) can be optimized over values of x~. Let x* be the optimal input 
giving this optimal return. The optimal decisions and inputs at each stage can be determined by 
using state transformation equations and optimal decisions aved at each stage in the foregoing 
processing phases. Once x,* is known, d,* = d*~(x*) can be retrieved from state transformation, 
x*~_ z = t,(x*,, d*~). This process can be repeated own to stage q + l, where x~* is known. But this 
gives us optimal values d~ d~(x*q) and * * = xoj(Xq). Now the transformation Xq*_ I = tq(x~, x~l, d'q) 
gives the optimal input at q. Usual process can be repeated to obtain x* and d* for stages q - l 
to s + 1. But the values at s + 1 enable us to get x* = t,+~(x~*+~, d *+ 0. At the stage 4.3ii the 
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values of  optimal decision are saved as d*(x*, x*). Thus, d* can be retrieved from it. At this 
point there are two transformations involving d*,  one for x,~ and the other for x,_ 1- This gives 
x*l = t,j(x*, d*~) and x~*_~ = q(x*,, d*). The optimal decisions and inputs in the main branch for 
stages s - 1, s - 2 . . . . .  2, 1 can be easily determined. Similarly, once we have x*l the values for 
the loop can also be determined. 
5. HIGH-LEVEL COMPUTING ALGORITHM FOR THE FEEDBACK 
LOOP SYSTEM (FBLCA)  
For implemenation of  FBLCA as a computer algorithm, storage tables F (0 : I ,  l : k )  and 
F I (0 :  1, 1 :k, 1 :k) are required for stage-by-stage optimization as in FFLCA.  In addition, tables 
FS(1 :k) and FM(1 :k, 1 :k) are needed for an intermediate storage of  optimal returns at stages s 
and m 1, respectively. We give the details of  this algorithm below. All notations remain the same 
as in FFLCA.  
A. (*Processing the loop*) 
1. (*Initialize the table F I * )  
For  xll = 1 to ktl do 
For  x01 = 1 to k01 do 
FI(1,  x , ,  doJ = max {r,(xl l ,  dl0: tll(Xl,, dr,) = x01}, 
2. (*Processing stages 21-ml*)  
For j  = 2 to m do 
st = ( j  - 1) rood 2; 
dt = j  mod 2; 
For  xjl = 1 to k/1 do 
For  xo~ = 1 to kol do 
F l (dt ,  xjt, x0t) = max {rjt(xjl, djt) + Fl(st ,  tj~(xjl, dj,), x00}, 
3. (*Store ruth stage optimal return in FM*), 
For Xml = I to kmt do 
For  x01 = 1 to k0t do 
FM(xmj, x0~) = F l (dt ,  xml, x0t); 
1 <du <~PlJ 
1 <~ djl <Pjl. 
B. (*Processing stages l - -s  -- 1") 
1. (*Initialize F*) 
For i= l  tokdo  
F(0, i) = 0. 
2. (*Processing stages 1--s - 1") 
For i= l  tos -1  do 
st = (i - 1) rood 2; 
dt = i rood 2; 
For  xi = 1 to kl do 
F(dt, xi) = max {ri(x~, d~) + F(st, t~(x~, d~))}, 
Let d* be the optimal decision 
t,(x,, d*) = t,(x,, d*) + kd. 
3. Forxs_~=l  tok,_~ do 
FS(x,_ 1) = F(dt, xs_ J. 
1 <~di<<.p~; 
C. (*Processing stage s*) 
st = (s - 1) mod 2; 
dt = s rood 2; 
Forx ,= l  toksdo  
For  x0m-- 1 to kot do 
F l (dt ,  x,, x0,) = max {r,(xs, ds) + rs(ts(xs, ds)) + VM(t,t(x, d,), x0J}, 
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D. (*Processing stages s + l---q - 1") 
For  i = s + 1 to q - 1 do 
st = (i - 1) mod 2; 
dt = i mod 2; 
Forx~=l  tok~do 
F l (dt ,  x~, x0~) = max {r~(xr, d~) + Fl(st ,  t~(xi, dr), x00}, 1 <,,dr<...pr. 
E. (*Processing stage q*) 
st = (q - 1) mod 2; 
d t= q mod 2, 
Forxq=l  tokqdo  
Forkq=l  tokqdo  
F(dt,  xq) = max {rq(Xq, Xo~, dq) + Fl(st ,  tq(Xq, Xo,, dq), x0,)}, 
where 1 <~dq<~pq and 1 ~<x01 ~<k01; 
Let dq*, and x*~ be optimal decision and input; 
tq(Xq, X~I, d'q) = tq(Xq, x* ,  d'q) d- k d. 
F. (*Processing stages q + l - -n*)  
For i = q + 1 to n do 
st = (i - 1) rood 2; 
dt = i mod 2; 
Forxr=l  tok ,  do 
F(dt, xr) = max {rr(x~, dr) + F(st, tr(xr, dr))}, 
Let d* be the optimal decision; 
ti(x,, d*) = t,(xi, d*) + ka. 
1 <<.dr<...p~; 
G. (*Processing optimal return*) 
F(dt, x*)  = max F(dt, xn), 1 ~< xn ~< k~. 
H. (*Processing optimal decisions for stage n down to 1") 
1. dt = s mod 2; 
Forx ,= l  tok  sdo  
F(dt,  xs) = max {(rs, ds) + FS(ts(xs, d,)) + FM(ts~(xs, ds), x*)}, 1 ~< d, ~<p,; 
Let d* be the optimal decision; 
ts(xs, d*) = ts(xs, d*) + kd. 
2. For i=s+l  toq- I  do 
st = (i - l )mod2;  
dt = i mod 2; 
Forx i= l  tok~do 
F(dt, xi) = max {r~(xr, d~) + F(st, tr(xr, dr)}, 
Let d/* be the optimal decision; 
t,(xi, d*) = ti(xi, d*) + kd. 
3. For i=ndown toq+l  do 
Search x*-row of  ti for tt(x*, d*) >>. kd, 
x*  l = ti(x*, di*) mod ka. 
4. Search x*-row of  tq for tq(X*, Xoi , dq) >~ ka, 
X'q_ t = tq(X*q , X0,, dq ) mod kd. 
5. For i=q-1  down to 1 do 
Search x*-row of  tr for ti(x?, d?) >1 kd, 
x*_ l = tr(x? , d*) mod kd; 
I f i=s+l  
then XS = x~* 
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(*Processing optimal decisions for stage m l - l  l *) 
1. For xll = I to kH do 
F(1, Xu) = max{rll(xll, dll): ttl(x., d11) = x*}, 1 <~ dll <~PH; 
Let d* be the optimal decision; 
tH(x,l, d'l) = tH(Xn, d*l) + kd. 
2. For j=2tomdo 
st = (j - 1) mod 2; 
dt = j  mod 2; 
For xjl = 1 to k:l do 
F(dt, x/i) = max{r:, djt) + F(st, tj~(xjt, dj0)}, 1 ~< djl ~<Pjl; 
Let d~ be the optimal decision; 
tj,(xj,, d~) = tjt(xj,, d~) + k d. 
3. x*l = t,l(XS, DS). 
4. For j=mdownto  1 do 
Search x~-row of tm~ for tm~(x~,d~)>~kd, 1 <<,dj~ <<,Pjl. 
Xj*_. 1,1 = tjl(Xjl, d~l) rood k d. 
6. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF THE FFLCA AND FBLCA 
COMPUTING ALGORITHMS 
This section deals with the complexity issues of these algorithms. For storage complexity, S, 
we assume that each variable takes a unit storage space. We may then compute the demand 
for storage ignoring the input tables and intermediate variables created during the course of 
processing. Two reasons justify this action. Firstly, they add only constant terms to the complexity. 
Secondly, we are basically concerned with the complexity issue in asymptotic terms so that. 
any constant erm or term proportional to the retained part can be ignored without loss of 
generality. 
For a performance profile of these algorithms, we consider only the comparison operation as 
a basic unit of work. Arithmetic operations, rood operation and assignment operation are ignored 
because the total number of these operations i  roughly proportional to the number of compari- 
sons. Therefore, without any loss in generality we may assume that the computational complexity, 
T, depends only on comparisons. 
The two algorithms described earlier involve finding maxima of arrays and searching 
lists. A straightforward ement-by-element scan of an array of size n has complexity O(n) 
for maximum operation. Since we are interested in worst-case time complexity we may simply 
assume the search to be linear so that time complexity for searching an item in a list of n dements 
is O(n). 
For the sake of this analysis we assume that the discretization level is k and that 
k:l =Pjl =Pi~ffiPi =k  for i=  1,2 . . . . .  n and j=  1,2, . . . ,m.  We state and prove the following 
theorems which characterize our algorithms. 
Theorem 1 
For the FFLCA, the space complexity S(FFLCA)=O(k  2) and the time complexity 
T(FFLCA) ffi O((m + n)k3). 
Proof. Tables used are FI(0: 1, 1 :k, 1 :k), F(0: 1, 1 :k), FS(I :k) and FM(I :k, 1 :k). Hence the 
maximum number N of storage spaces required is given by N = 3k 3 + 3k so that 
N 3 
k~=3+~ ~3.  
This shows that S(FFLCA) = O(k2). 
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For the computational complexity we list the time taken by each step. 
Step Time 
A ko, ~ kjlp/, 
j - I  
S--I  
B ~ ksp j 
l - I  
C ko~ksp~ 
q-- I  
D kol ~ kip ~ 
i - s+ l  
E ko~kqp  
F ~ kip ~ 
I .q+ l  
H ~=, k~p~ + ~.l P~ + n - s 
I ~. [kj,pj,+pj~l+p,. 
j= l  
If M is the total time, then M is given by 
M = ~ (kolkjlPi I -I.- ki lpi I -~- Pi l)q- ~ (kiPi + P,)+ ~ kolkipi-~- kn -Jr pq -  pqkq +n -s .  
i=  1 i= i  i=s  
Since k is the maximum of all discretization levels and n - s < n < m + n, 
M <<. ~. (k3 - j -k2+k) - J  - ~ (k2 +k)-+ - ~ k3+2k-pqkq- ] -m-Fn .  
i=I i= l  i= I  
Simplifying the r.h.s, gives 
M <<.(m +n)k3+(m +n - 1)k2 + (m +n +2)k +m +n +(k2-pqkq). 
Since k 2 >~pqkq, the last expression on the r.h.s, is positive. Hence, 
M <~(m +n)k3+(m +n - 1)k2 + (m +n +2)k +m +n.  
Let the r.h.s, be donated by ~. Then M <~  and 
= ( re+n- l )  1 1 . - - . - - / '2~1+ 1 
(m +n)k  3--- 1 + k2 t-~-] + m+n \m+n)k  2 -~=I+AI+A2+A3+A4,  
where 
Thus, 
A'=(m~ n -+n-1)~-~2~<~ -~2~0' 
A2 ---- ~2--* 0, 
A4 -- ~---~3 .-*O. 
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÷1 (m + n)k 3 
and hence • = O((m + n)k3). However, M ~< ~. Therefore, M = O((m + n)k 3) giving T(FFLCA)= 
O((m + n)k 3) Q.E.D. 
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Corollary I 
For a bounded number of stages in the system T(FFLCA) = O(k3). 
Theorem 2 
The space complexity of FBLCA and S(FBLCA)= O(k2) while T(FBLCA)= O((m + n)k3). 
Proof. Tables used in FBLCA are FI(0: 1, 1 :k, 1 :k), F(0: 1, 1 :k), FS(1 :k) and FM(1 :k, 1 :k). 
Hence, total storage N is given by 
N = 3k 2 + 3k. 
As in Theorem 1 S(FBLCA)= O(k2). 
For the computational complexity we again list the time taken by each step 
Step Time 
k " A 0~ Z k,.~p. 
s-I 
B ~ k~p~ 
i-I 
C kolk~p , 
D kol q~l kiP~ 
i-s+l 
E Iq,k,r, 
F ~ kip I
i-q+l 
G k. 
H k~p~ + ~ Pi -'1"- q - 1 
IlJ+l I-I 
I ~ [ki~p~ 1 +pJ  
i-i 
The time M is given by 
or  
M= ~, (Ptl + kilPtl(kol + 1)+ ~ (kipi  .+. pi) -.I.- kol ~" kipi + k,, - k ,p ,  + q - I 
i=l i~l i=$ 
<~ (k3+k2+k)+ ~ (k2+k)+ ~ +k3+k-k ,p ,+q -1 ,  
iffil iffil i - I  
M <~ (m + n)k 3 + (m + n - l)k 2 + (m + n)k + k + (k 2 - k,p,) + (q - 1). 
However, k 2 - k,p, >I 0 and q - 1 t> 0. Hence, M <~ t, where ot = (m + n)k 3 + (m + n - l)k 2 + 
(m + n)k + k. Hence, 
(m + n)k J = 1 + Ai + A2 + As + A4, 
where 
A=(m n +n 
A I ra+n\  1 ~--*0, 
1 1 1 
A4 = ~3"*0. 
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Therefore, ct = O((m +n)k  3) and hence M = O((m +n)k3). This proves that T (FBLCA) -  
O((m + n)k 3) Q.E.D. 
Corollary 2 
For a bounded number of stages T(FBLCA) = O(k3). 
7. DISCUSSION 
We have presented efficient high level computing dynamic programming algorithms of the 
Pascal-type construct for processing simple networks exhibiting the feedforward and feedback loop 
nonserial structures. The special technique developed for retrieving optimal decisions assisted us 
in minimizing the high speed memory requirements hat would ordinarily result when conventional 
algorithms are employed. It was shown that the space and time complexities for both systems are 
of the same order, namely O(k 2) and O((m + n)k3), respectively. 
Although this development opens the way for processing higher-dimensional networks, 
the treatment of more complex networks, i.e. those involving various combinations as well as 
sizes of looping is by no means immediate. The issues arising in their analysis as well as their 
algorithms are discussed in Ref. [2]. In particular, optimal procedures and attendant problems 
in the determination of the optimal main serial chain in any complex network are developed in 
Ref. [3]. 
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